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The mechanism of the reaction %e • p —«. p + p + d 1в

6tudied making uae of the ITEP 80~cm liquid-hydrogen bubble

chamber exposed to the beam of 5 GeV/c %e nuclei. The reaction

cross section i s equal to 20.6 ±. 0.3 mb. The phase space regions

associated with quaeitree scattering (QFE) and final state in-

teraction (FSI) are selected. Angular, mass and momentum distri-

butions of the reaction products are obtained in the entire

kinematically allowed range. The experimental data in the QFS

region are compared with theoretical calculations based on the

simplest pole diagran approximation. The Ĥe and deuteron wave

functions (W) correspond to the real ist ic BSC potential. The

D-wave components of these WF ere taken into account. The abso-

lute value of the cross section and shape of the distributions

•re described aa a «hole reasonably enough in the frame of the

considered model in the kineoatical region «here FSI nay be

neglected. But at large spectator nommta there i s an essential

dLeaereeoent» I ts possible reasons are discussed.

и-чти,



1. Introduction

Lepfcon and hadron scattering from lightest nuclei (d, ^E
t

-'Re) is one of basic sources а г obtaining data about the struc-

ture of these nuclei. Systematic iiivestigstion of the nuclear

reactions iu the tew nucleoa systems is of particular interest-

owing to successful development of theoretical approaches to the

aicroscopic description of light nuclei and, in consequence, the

possibility of the most full comparison with experiment.

In the present work we investigate the 'jschanism of the

^He + p — * . p + p + d (1)

reaction at 5 GeV/c % e moaentua (the kinetic energy of initial

protoes in the nuclear rest frame is £ = 0.978 GeV) and study

the possibility of using these data to obtain information on

ti» %o wave function (ЯГ). «.Т of % e (%) bound state can

be calculated solving the Faddeev equation or using the varia-

tlonal technique if the nuclecn-nucleon interaction potential is

known. Howevor, in view of the coaplexity of the problem, our

UBderstaadiDg of the structure of light nucleus tIF (particularly

for % and % o ) is cot full enough. Last years a great many



convincing arguments appeared which indicate that the standard

picture of nuclei as systems of loosely bound nucleons i s not

adequate. At inter-nuoleon separation of 1-2 fm which is com-

pared with nucleon sisa the two-p.ucleon f? loses i t s meaning and

the quark-trluon degrees of freedom should be taken into account.

The importance of including quark degrees of freedom in nuclei

is indicated by the existing discrepancies between experiment

and computed values for few-nucieon characteristics calculated

with known pjb.enomenoiogicai JOT-potential3* As an example i t is

worth—shiie to mention the lower binding energy of light nuclei

( ~ 1 - 2 J5oV for % and "He, r- 5 - ? Me? for ^He), tee under-

estimation of the high-momentum component of the nuclear wave

Junction in description of D and '"He >J electromagnetic form-

I'actors, deep inelastic lepton scattering on nuclei and cumula-

tive production of particles in hsdron-nu^isus interactions "J ,

Taking into account, mesonic degrees of freedom, off mass-shell

and relativistic efleets appear to be insufficient '-3* ' » At

the same time one xey thinii that the treatment of the variety

of effects at high Eonientua transfers as possible manifestation

of the admixture of oq, 9q, . . . andx&ryquart clusters will re-

move son» of the above difficulties ' " ' " ' ' .

Inclusion in terms of the quark compound bag model QpB

of oq-bogs and their admixture to the 5ИР as a crucial element in

the Ж-interaction provided a natural explanation of the concept

of repulsive core in the UN-interaction and description cf the

nuclear forces at any distances end in a wide energy range. The

resulting QCB-potential differs radically from common used rea-

l ist ic potentials e.g. i t depends strongly on energy, nonlCL

in radial and angular variables. It leads to higher probability



V • **
•| for short-range processes than current realist ic potentials.

All this stimulates s t i l l greaser interest to obtaining more

accurate experimental data on inelastic interactions of nuclecn

with light nuclei at high, energy and transferred ЕОЕвпга where

the effects of quark structure of W21 may be revealed more

appreciably.

The available data on reaction (1) at 100 15eV 9; f ^6 MeV

t 155 MeV 1 1 ^ , 300 end 450 tfeV 1 2 ) and 590 MeV

have been obtained in electronic experiments. These

sure not kinematically complete aafi do cot give unambiguous

conclusion coaceming the reaction mechanism. Аз compared to

this technique, using of bubble chamber has a significant ad-

vantage because of the possibility of reliable separation of tfce

quasi-elastic channels from elastic scattering and reactions

with pion production as well ae of proper identification of al l

charged particles practically in the whole kineibaticaily

allowed range. Another important feature is the use of nuclear

beam* The nuclear fragmentation products in the Ар experi-

ment are fast» Therefore the efficiency of detecting them i s

essentially higher that in the DJ\ experiment where they

•re slow.

In our previous studies making use of the 60-co. hydrogen

bubble chaaber exposed to 2.5 GeV/c % nuclei 1 4»15)

kinetic energy of protons in the nuclear rest frame i s 7» =

s 0.318 GeV) we have emphasized the dominant role of the pole

aechanism * ' and have revealed the effects of the pd resc&tte-

' As follows from ref• ^ the multiple scattering effects

•re aaall for T < 1 GeV.
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ring in the final state. We have pointed out that for descrip-

tion of distributions in the range of high momenta transfer it

is necessary to take into account the D-wave components of *He

end d WF and have showed that the results of the cross~sectioa

calculations with the known realistic potentials are different

within 2C#.

In the present work we perfonna similar study of the

reaction (1) at 5 GeV/c He momentum. For obtaining sufficiently

reliable information about % e —#• pd vertex function (VP) we

give off the regions of quaai^free scattering (QFS) and pd

final state interaction (FSI) ^ choosing the appropriate

kinematics of the measurements. It is shown that destructive

interference of QFS and FSI is essential at small spectator mo-

menta. We have made comparison of the data with the pole model

predictions in the FSI negligiols phase space region. Specific

calculations habe been fulfilled with the HF of ^He and d for

the Reid 2Ш potential (R£C) taking into consideration the D-

-waves. On the whole we obtain satisfactory agreement of our

model calculations v ith different experimental momentum, angular

and mass distributions. However, for the deuteron niomentua

distribution at О, ^ 0.? GeV/c there is a noticeable excee-

ding of events over the theoretical curve. Possible reasons of

this discrepancy are discussed.

' A preliminary analysis of the reaction (1) has been done

by us in the preprint 17)
 w i t h p o o r

 statistics and less
severe selection of the QFS-region.
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The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we

explain our experimental method. In Sect, j> the principal appro-

ximations at the theoretical analysis end comparison of the

experimental data with the model calculations nrc represented.

The results and conclusions are given in Sect. 4. T?;o appen-

dices contain the final expressions VF for ^Ke -*• pd . isinfceg-

ration taking int;o account t.ie contributions of D~stat.es of -ne

and d as well as rouse details of our calculations.

rental technique

The experimental data on .v-.action (1) have been obtained Ъу

means of the 80-cm liquid-hydrogen cbamber exposed to *He se-

parated beam at momenta of 5 GeV/c. The chamber y/as situated in

a magnetic field of 2.05 ?• The circulating 9.7 GeV/c proton

beam interacted with 1 x 2 x 15 irazr aluiiiiniun target. The mag-

netic system selocted positive particles emitted, at 62 inred to

the internal bean direction. Tfcs be аи v/as forned by a two-

stage electrostatic separator. Sepr-rated bea î v/as focused and

directed into the bubble chamber. The momentum scatter of the

incident particles was less than C.5?J with an average intensity

of approximately ten particles for chamber extension.

For the measurements we used semi-automatic devices and an

automatic PSP-2 (similar to HPD) in the minimum guidance mods.

Che HYDRA (СЪТШ) application library was used for the spatial

reconstruction and kinematic balance. The events were identified

Ъу momentum analysis combined ?;ith the ionization measurements.

Uote that at our incident energy ( < 1 GeV per nucleon) the

secondary protons snd deuterrns are unniistekably identified.



About 120 000 pictures in the %e beam were obtained. In

the final s tat is t ics there are about 29000 %e - p interactions.

The total cross section is 125*2 +, 1.5 mb (the systematic- error

o:C the absolute cross section normalization is about 5%). The

topologicel cross sections of ^Hep interactions at momentum

5 GeV/c corrected for the losses of the elastic scattering ŝ enx.s

with large dip angles end short proton tiaoks are presented in

table 1. Kotice that lor inc-lastic ^Je-p channels these correc-

tions are small.

The following reactions hrn-e been investigated

-'Ke + p —». p + p + d (1)

5He + p —* %e 4 p (-!a)

-He + p --*• p + p + p + 0 (1b)

The total number of events in each channel and the corre-jponding

cross sections ere presented ia table 2.

5» Eyperiir.Gittal.Resultn a.nd...Compari.son with Pols .model

calculations

l>• 1 • pescr ip t ion of fche model

The incoherent sum of contributions from pole diagrams

shov/n in Fig. 1a-d was taken into account when comparing the

experimental distributions with the theoretical results. As

follows from the direct; calculations the contribution of the

iol in the cross section of reaction (1) i s ( -sa 0.006

far loss than that of similar diagram for the reaction

2j{ + p _ ^ p + n + d at 2.5 JBV/C Ĥ moment шс ' since the



ceuteron W? in the reaction (•') depends on much higher momenta

C— 0.7 ueY/c) than in the lat ter reaction. So for simplicity

we Trill not consider this diagram irs tas following,

The differential cross section of the reaction (-i) is given

d 6

where the squared matrix element i s determined "oj

•The bar means averaging over the spin projections of the ini t ia l

particles and summing over the spin projections of final par-

t i d e e t £ is the squared. з;ш of the ini t ia l proton and Ĥe

^-momenta, S^ is that for the final protons, Jwi is the

solid angle in the c.m.s. of these protons, t is the square

of the 4-тошеш:шп transferred from %e nucleus to the ueuteron,

{71 and ЯЬ$ио

 а г е ^ e masses of the nucison and xHe, re-

spectively f j i s the aaimuth angle in the overall c.m.s.

The matrix elements corresponding to the diagrams 1a-1c

have the folltreing form

(я

and /%• differs froia Л/̂ > by permutations of f inal protons



pt and pz . In eqs. (*) and (5) 3tZ**(^m/i)(€t-€u) *
£~- and <f̂  are the binding energies of %e ana u, Л?Л'е

and A/^ are the amplitudes of the pp end p& elastic

scattering that ere connected en the energy-shell with the cross

sections as follows

fd€\ _
{drel^

We neglected the half-off-sheII dependence of the elastic

pp and pd amplitudes entering sqs. (^) and (.';). le cannot

estimate those accurately for опт reaction &x -Us aoasntuo. cf

5 GeV/c because the off—shell pp scattering model i s abssnt

at high energy. However, at -IJe momenta 2,5 GeV/c (i.e« ax the

kinetic energy per nuoleon /, =. O.51S GeV) including off-

-saeli effects for the diagram la in the Kongan oiodel l b y with

e aeparsbie M potentie.1 (tae off-she i l properties cf this

potential are siaiilar to those of the Keid potential) changes

the cross section by less than 5%, A similar conclusion about

the small influence of the off-shell effects for momenta which

occur with s rather isrge probabiiit;' in the nucleus was msde

in sons careful studies (see e.g. ref, ' " .""'•

In numerical calculations we sake use of the available

experimental data on the eiEstic cp and od cross sections in

the entire kincmaticaiiy permitted range {0 <? Tp <: -",.2 GeV).

I t i s wcrth to mention high uncertainty (about 20%) of z'aa ex-

perimental pp elastic acattering cross sections and, as a

result, of the present phase shift analyse in the energy region

С.Э <T Tp < 1.1 SeV (respectively for the invariant mass of

the pp systen 2.28 < M < 2.36 SeV).



The TF WCQ) fo r *Ье ~'^е —*• Pd issiutogra-uion h&s diffe

rent for:v; In the "covariant" framework" of the r ionre la l iv i s t ic
or, •

few-body problem defined ia ref. '"'"x de panning on w i t h e r the

proton cr the deuLeron '• ~:ecpccx.l\'ely ]f/ ~(&) ЬУЛ W (Q) )

Is off-shell

where

are tbft overlsn I n t e g r a l s of the t o t a l K̂o v/ciV-т fujru';t.lcT /(cf,Q)

and th'-.-.- basic Pfirluecv сопрспост, У'-- {;}%Q) vvitn the dcuteron

wave .I'urcti ОЙ .<~С{(f J • ̂ ";-"- r.or.na.li3?\:ion с n;ifcioru. era

The difference of (8) and (9) is due to the fact that eff-
-sliell / ^ л / ~3ji'atssn Is conposite and can dissociate

into proton and neutroa.In particular, for the -'He —> ppa
at.d '"E —» рпд verrex fitnetion the formalism of ref, tf0^
results in the overl&p of the nucleus wave function with that
of two-nucleon continuous spectrum thus taking the FSI of
spectators into account:. As i t was shown in ref. } the
latter decreases the cross section of %p —* 2p2n reaction
by в factor of 2 end gives a good agreement with the expert-
ise IX о а
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УЗ is a factor arising from the identity of nucleons

inclusion of the D-components of the deuteron and -Tie wave

functions (the explicit form of the latter is given in the appea-

dix A) the spin structure of jL (Q) may be written

as follows

J. л,

where (17X , MJ and О are the •'He, deuteron and auclson

spin projections respectively. The functions -2TO (Q) and

7^ /i?^ are defined in Appendices В and 0. The W of %e

obtained by solving the Paddeev equations with the Reid soft-
2?\

-core (RSC) potential from .ref. ' and the deaterca WF from

ref. ->' have been used in the calculations. These parametrisa-

tions (see Appendix D) are suitable because enable one to carry

out explicitly al l integrations in eqs. (8) and (9)«

The S-wave parxs of the VF "W^Q) and W (Q) fax

known realist ic potentials MT, bKR, end DG (adapted from ref.

' ) and our results for ESC interaction sre shown in figs. 2

and 3. In fig. 2 we show also the functions Iv (Q) correspon-

ding to the phenoaenological mrve functions of -Tie in terma of the

Irving-Gunn, Irving (ref. 1 1 ^ ) , and Eck-hart (ref. 2^) form.

The D-wsve components of the %e W? have been taken earlier

into account for the description of some processes such as high

energy inclusive electron scattering on Ĥe (see, for example,

reft. 26,27) )f ( d f t ) > . ( d t ? H e ) ( r e f # 28,29)) ^ d(p,f)*tie

ref. ^ * ) reactions, llthough. their contribution to the normali-

zation i s small (about 5-?% for different %e W) the considera-

tion of them appears to be important for deeper understanding of
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the expei'lmBjitel decs especially at atgia transferred

Proa figs. 4- end 5 "^ сад see relative values of the VF

'У^ f$) ^ 6 WJ*'b('U) & t different w » I t shotzld be noted

tiiat XLQCI&CCC 7У cousidererf. for Paris and RSO potentials practi-

ce '.ly coincide о This follows from th* work * " ' ' , . i t the sain»

tint as oae веве froia figs, 2-5 ibere is merked differecce of

the vertices obtained with existing realistic potentials in the

reage of snail Q . All this provides a hope to test experimen-

tal ly tbeir reliabil ity An the QPS region. Summing от?ег the

izultial and final spins v* caa express tisc squsre of the matrii

elesssflt in eq. (2) directly through the elastic pp and pa

cross eectiona. Гог the diagram 1e ths factorization i s evident

tsee r«f. ' ^ ^ } while for ths diagrams 1Ъ,с this will take

place if же seed distribute.one integrated over the azimuthal

anglas of the spectetora (see I.;;, thib connection eqs. (B.25)

and (C,7) for the squares of the functions W (Q) e.idV/ (Q) ) .

Tnc tliagrea 1« with a nucleon pair exchange and the trif^gular

ЖЕ! - di«grainfi eucii ae 1f-i were not taken into account Ъу ue

i'or want of the off-shell energy amplitudes for the processee

po -» pd end pd —• ppn calculated wir.h the ESC NH-potential.

Eoweve?, tbe estioetione Bade (see also ret, * ' ) as well as

the coaparieoc of our nodel predictions with the data in the

next вес-ion indicate the iaportance of the ?SI-diagrem3 anc

their ixceriere&ce with toe diagrams 1s-1c,

I» order to select the events corresponding to the QfS-re-

glon where the diagranE ia-tc rlominate we impose restriction on

X"o» «ngl» Qpp between the nomente of in i t ia l end final pro-

tons la the c.a. fraee of two final prctona
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<0.8. (15)

That allow3 to minimize rsther effectively the contribution of

the FBI-eflects in the range of low relative monenta of the pd

system.

The experimental and evaluated Coy Monte-Carlo simulation)

cross sections are shown in table 5, As зау Ъе seen, the L-wave

contribution increases the inV^jral егоз; section for the die.;--

Г'-ns 1a-1c aprroxiinoteiy by 30% (for the diagram la Ъу "Ъ%

under the restriction (.1J) )• "ho di3£r«2 ''ie gives the E.xin

contribution. Relative smallnesj of che diagrsiris 1::,c mighc be

explained by -.he differsncc of the *>1з ̂ r.ic pp sad pd cross

sections аь well as the values of гае vertices W (G) and >v (Q)

(soe formulae (7) - (9) and IU^.T. 4 orid ;•:). Notice th.-.t the re-

otfiction (1jj) edJitionfiliy decreases the relative contribution

of the о1<.-.£ГС1Шз 1b,с b/ an order of Eiitnitude ccinp:rod with

that of the diagram 1a.

3.2. The T.rdn j:ecuHa."it-es of the r^

Scuo ch recteristic kinc::..- tic aistx-ibu\Mons are axiiibited i

es. 6-10. The suaaned contribution of dia^r^ms 1s-"!c is repre-

sented by solid curves, of di^grans 1b,с by the dotted curves.

For comparison we shew by the dashed-dotted curve in Fig.7a

the stunned contribution of the diagrams is—1c without Э—waves.

All the theoretical curves are plotted when the l icitat ion (13)

I s fulfilled. The non-shaded end shaded histocraas correspond

to tiie events of the reaction (1) obtained without end with the
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restriction О;},

(i) Tii>. /jistribut-iou .of the cosine of the an^Ia between the

SP-SHS*& -̂LJLPJ-iiiiLi™££:I j£k£&L.rrotona in the cm, frame- of

i.wg final protcas (нее fit-,,6). Аз seen in the range

0 «- cos Ою <i 3.6 the sumnrsd contribution of the diagrams

"la-c (solid curve) taking the D-s'aves into account i s 'slightly

hiyh'»r thar. the ax leriment. Hcwtver, in the whole the agreement

л*

i s fr-:iclj well. Ai the sace time for cos Unn > 0.8 the expe-

rimental flistri'Dution sharplv differs froia thst eiven DJ the

pole cisgreai with ОЕ-shell elastic pp~scatteriag. I t i s reaso—

nr-Ые to 3uppose nh«it tho oi sere pane;-' in this region results from

tb.e luteii'ereiice Deticeen the 7.-.'е 6r.d trisngle diagrams of

Fig. 1. If ':his i£ so the eifec live cintributioa of the FSI~fiiEg-

rame to th- cross section aunt be negative and i s about 16 Eb,
( i i.) Rio rti^qtrlb^:;, io >X_î £_Ji£iS ylf- uieror". n.ont;otug in the ^Яе re at

?£££&.JJ&Lt Ул1' Tbis dis'.;ributioi i s "very important for

ofctsi.-ins *.rtZors.i-i'±uz. on ti.e •'He WF and finally about ~h& struc-

ture of И .in"»rvotioa. As i t oaa be згес the Esxiniuia position

aad tbt features of %'ns spectra at ^ ^ C> GeV/c are well

C"scril""-.'u L,- the diagrari: Ts (the- theoretical cress section i s

Г.? 2b hiro?r tctfr. the exterinsEVbl ск). At hi t- i r moments the

Acvouat of the D-сокрспепг s of *l?e and deateroa wave functions

Ь»;.г»в8 vjrcatisl. At Q. ** 0.4 (*еУ/с that leads to increafing

cf tfic crosr; section corretpcuJinc го the 1a diagraa by sore than

e.a crcer c:* n.-'jaitur.^. As a result tee di.8gra:cs ^b,c and 1a

5ivs cw3spsr-ble ccc-ributioa in this range. In. spite of tkis

the icsagrel cross s.-c:.ico for ine expariceat are approximately

I'cur l ises fci<?fctr tiiaa . •- theoretical one. We vcalu lxise to
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так* several remarks concerning possible origin of this appre-

ciable disagreement.

Although principally the ?SI--contributiOEs is strongly supp-

ressed due to (13) taking a-saii remaining admixture frorc the

diagrams 1f-1i into consideration might &?сг-заве to зсяяе extent

the discrepancy in high Q^ region. As opposed to this the

interference of tte 1в and ib,e diagrams is negative (the ampli-

tudes of «lastic pp and рй scattering ere actually pure ima-

ginary at our energies) and consequently has to increase the

discrepancy considered.

Alternatively if one takes into account that in the small

Q^ region the theoretical curare lies by *CJS higher than

the experimental data i t becobas ^efficiently evident that .he

wave functions for the existing realistic potentials (see figs.

2 and 3) have values which are too great in the region of lew

spectator oomenta and therefore (by means of the overall nor-

malization) underestimates the values of high momentum compo-

nents (see also refs. ^10,14,17,26) ^

( i i i ) The cistribution of the square cf the 4~3ioiaentum

transferred from -%e. to the deuieroa (fjg« 7b)« Jhe distri-

butios has a sharp maximum about t л ' J? being governed by the

contribution of the diagram 1a» This confirms our suggestion

about the saallness of the off-ehell effects in the elastic

pp amplitude* The correlation of the experimental and theore-

tical distributions in the range t < 0.85 (GeV/c)'' i s similar

to that discussed above for Qd > 0.24 GeV/c.

(iv) The Traiaab-'faag angle ( УГУ/ distribution {fig.?cfd)

The distributions which are characteristic of the diagram 1a
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in different 0^ ranges ere represented in fig.

ь<£Х* ) and ?d ( Q£> °*1 6 GeV/c). Here Ф т > is the

between the р1аде generated by the helium and deuteron

end tho plane formed by secondary protons (ail momenta are in

the init ial proton rest frame). I t i s known that the Decessary

(but insufficient) condition for the validity of the pole me-

chanism with the exchange of the non-relativistic spin 72

particle i s the isotropy of the Ф-гу distribution ^ ^ . One

can see that the asymmetry of the distribution considered

descreas«s under the condition O.J)» In the region where the

contribution of the 1Ъ,с diagrams is negligible we have practi-

cally isotropic distribution. For Q^ £ 0.16 GeT?/c (fig. ?й,

SSI region) the asymmetry is higher than tha+- integrated over

fell deuteron momenta (fig. ?c).

(v) The cor: "d. distribution С O<L i s the anyrle between

tbe laoaent-a of init ia l pro'con and ieuteron in the %e

rest framg) (fig. 8a.*>«c). The extent of the correspondence

be-'лгееп the c&Iculated and measured spectra is not the same if

those are plotted for different ranges of the deuteron momenta*

0 £ (£d &(££* ( f ig . 8a>, l£ d £ 0.16 C-eV/c (fig.Hb),

Qj » 0.16 GeV/c (fig. 8c)» Notice once again that t ts exis-

ting disagreement may be ascribed to above mentioned interference

of the diagrams 1f-1i and 1a-1c. At i t can be seen from these

figurea Ite sign must change in going fron small to large deute-

nomsntB.

The distribution of invariant mass Mop of the pp-system

^ ^ and M д^ of the pd—system (fig. 9b). One can

••• from fig. 9 that the behaviour of the distributions, the
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positions and magnitudes of the peaks are in satisfactory agree-

cent (for tiw restriction (1j?) ) with the model predictions.

With this restriction as one should expect the maxima in the

MpfJ spectra become symmetrical. The cross section ia mainly

contributed b'j th& -.Uagram 1->.» Fig* 9b shows ob-iorsly, that the

elimination of events with cos Q9p ,> 0,6 decreases appre-

ciably the cross section in the region of smell nssses of the

pd-systejn. Note, that these spectra give no evidence for the

".existence of the гезесгпсез in pp and pd systems in the re-

gion in question.

(v.11) The proton momentum 5 pf.-с r-.ro in the /'&>-• rert; frame (fiF,•

10», Ь). In Fig. 10a,t we represented the proton momentum

distribution for a l l angles and the Q -dependence of the in-

p ft OfcLq^ for backward emitted protons

respectively (cos 0- < 0). The model discussed reproduces

iairly tiio main features of the proton specrrura. However, in the

region Q < C.J GeV/c the expeririental distribution indicate

existence of the contributions froza not considered effects. The

Q distribution for the rcci01* cos 0p < 0 (fig. 10b) agrees

with the theory up to 0 < 0.Л? GeV/c by the 1b,с diagrams

(see also fig. 10a). For higher momenta that is most interesting

for the study of cunulativo effect there is obvious discrepancy

with the experiment in spite of the smallness of our statistics

in this region.

H. Concluding remarks

5585 events of the reaction ^Hep -*• ̂ pj>u obteined with the

use of the 80-cm liquid hydrogen bubble chamber at 5 GeV/c



-"Tie momentum &a*ve been analyzed.

As ihrs main results of this investigation we may emphasize

the following.

-1) i'he ptias-s apace regions (cce C?3C, < 0.3) corresponding,

juasji~free scattering (QFS) and i£.rge destructive interiereace

> Q.Qj between the quasi"free scattering and pd

interaction in tiae i'inai state (PSI) were selected.

c) Theoretical analysis of this reaction in terms of pols

model (in the approximation of incoherent sum of quasielastic

scattering diagrams) with z'ue wave functions c£ two and three

rmciecn systems for SSC pctential taking the E- and I'—wsve соза-

pcDents into account was carried out. The integral D—component

contribution in the cross section equals about 2G?S and becomes

especially essential at high spectator momenta. Tbe value of

the cross section, angular and mass distributions cf the reac-

tion products are described fairly good in the QFS region. How-

e-ver in some regions for the various kinemsticai variables

there i s the disagreement between theoretical predictions and

the experiaent» Is particular the model i s not able to describe

the hard part of the deuteroo momentum spectra.

?) Comparison of ths magnitude of the desrtuctive effect

observed in the PSI region in reactions -̂Hp —> npd ' (about

10 sib), %ep -*- ppd at 2.5 GeV/c 5 5 * (about 10 mb), with

that at 5 CeV/t (about 16 mb, present work) indicates increasing

of the relative P5I с retribution compared with that of QFS when

the energy increases. This fact seems to be natural it' one takes

into account the shrinkage of the diffraction cone in M elas-

t ic collisions with the energy growth. Therefore for more comp-

lete understanding of the mechanism of the reaction (1) in the
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entire klnematically admitted range are very desirable the

realistic calculations of the final state interactions.

4) In the 3FS region the contributions from neglected diag-

rams appears to be small to describe the large discrepancy (four

times approximately) between the calculated and experimental

spectrum of deuteron3 at Q, ^ 0,J GeV/c. If so this discre-

pancy reflects the insufficient correspondence of the known

realistic wsve functions to the experimental data and indicates

en the importance of taking the quark-gluon degrees of freedom

in 'He and deuteron wave functions into account for the detailed

description of the reaction considered i'i-^' „

•The authors are grateful to L.D.Blokhintsev, L.A.Sondratyuk,

Yu.A.Simonov and N.Ya.Smorodinsfcaya for useful discussions.
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A p p e n d i x A

The wave function

The tota l wave function (W?) \ r cf the bound state 125

- 1Z

where- the Jeddeev components

form

can be expressed in the

Щь, 0eh U^flfi)^ fc (A.2)

Here, q
i k
 = ̂  = ^ ( p \ - p

k
) , ^ «^(CPi + P

k
) ~ 2p\) are

the Jacobi momenta of the particles and the subscript 1 de-

notes the spectator particle, У ( ")[. ) is the tfaree"-

-nucleoa spin wave function for the total spin 1/2 and ics pro-

jection on the z axis !7L
X
 with the spin ex the ik pair

0(1)5

) у re/
L

U.3)

"=J С
Д *;' are the orthonor^al spin eigeastates for nucleon i .

2he three-nucleon iscspin functions h find h have si-

mller issanlns. "i* С{^$с)~ UeC£€i&e) and Ч ^ ^ Д М
are the operators in the spin space acting on the spin wave

functions of particles i and к ~.
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If one takes into account the Ш-interactions only in the

channels SQ aad %.J-<D,J the result of the action of these ope-
yj I v (f

rators on the functions 1. and £. may DO express; <!
/ LK, САГ

' . i h r o u c h t h e s e t o f J - 2 b a s i s s t a t e s Kp'(Й QA( Ы. = 1 ,

....Я ^ ? £ ) W

tfC

with

(А.
«Г

and

Г
ы о/4$ mm' J *

v.-hore supci'scripts S end D i*efer to S- and D-states, respec

tively. For simplicity, we will omit the contx'ibution of the

eoiapoBont ŷ . i'roin hero on. According to oai* estimates i t s

value i s su-aller than 20^. "Eqa. (Л.1) - (A.&) are consistent

with parity conservation snd.thn complete antisymraatry of F/F.

Usinr; the p.voportics of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients we шау

v.rite (Л«б) in с*зother form, namely,
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(А. 7)

h
Bacpressiug the spin eigenstates in tbe bases <J1) and (12) in

terms of (25)--type states Х'Х-гз a n d X-"'^2i b y

of Ше relations

(similarly for the Isoapin eigeststates) we obtain ±гои (А.1) and

(A.2)

(1.8), (A.9)

and ^ # ace given by



Making use of eq. (A.-?; the D-state par t oi' the t o t a l W (А.Э)

Eay be isTitten in the following form;

whs-re

кт

_ . ,._| .. ...... __ X
А .

т м

ik.12)

(1.13)

sing 3qs. (А.9}-(АИЗ) ^ог the and

f c r the deuteron Ufif, where ^t'^M i s t l № 3 P i n w a v e function of

the deateron, the overlap i n t e g r a l



can be represented by the form (see also
 a

св.»

Here

CB.4)

(B.5)

(B.6)

(B.7)

Uaing (A.1O)-(A.15) we may transform (B.4)-(B.7) to obtain the

explicit iorm of the tensor structure of О- , о and. С ' .

further we shall present briefly the derivation and list the

final expressions.

The angular integration over CUiq in Eq. (B»5) are carried

out using the connection of the Jacob! coordinates in different
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bases

and the expansion for the spherical harmonics

Неге

C3.9)

where Рар1+Р* • finally

ли •- Р~о * ^ / £~cvt.oj

where

*)^-l/4w (агс1(г%{га)кИ./а О)
' 7 J СВЛ2)

With t:s aid of the transfornations which are similar to

those used in evaluating GL(Q) and & Ш) we obtain
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where

(B.16)

(iv)

Performing the aagoler integrations over aJlo i i Bq. (B.7)

we heve

where
(PC

(ВИ8)

&£ (ftQ) and &e
l>(f}Q) are defined in Eq. (В.Я4). Now we

rewrite (B.3) in a fora

C B - 2 1 )
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Finally, substitute g the expressions for O/*(Q) » (j (0) and

C^(O) (Eqs. (3.11), (B.15) and (B.I?) ) in Eq. (B.21) and

using tbe angular momentum algebra gives

».22)

where

CB.23)

]

Неге

Superscripts in / denote the orbital angular momentum of
* -

J
-0,2

the % e УР ( Д ) and tne deuteron W (L ). Froa (A.35) for

the square of the vertex function W
m M

 ~ (see Eq. (12) in

the text), sujDKed over the polarizations of "He and d, we have

LK
where
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Behavior of Щ^~{о) and b£ Y<# аз a function of Q i s

shown in *lg* 11.

j l p p e a d i s С

Svsluation of the overlap integral -£»/У?Г

Зу definition

(0.1)

'Jsing Eqa. (A.2), (А.4), СА.?) and (.3.1) we eet

ft- ^ T >

1*J r&tn* nVz*»'

After integration over */$« in Bq. (C.d) we heve



where
90

(с.:;)

(С.6)

Ргои £Q, (С.4) we obtain the square of the vertex function

^ *-(tf/ ^ s e e •B<3' ^ 1 2 ^ i n t b f i * е з г Ь 5 * summed over the polari

of rHe end proton,

Us (C.7)

the ^Hof the ̂ He and deuteron waye functionB

(1) For the components ¥у(<0,Ф in Еое. (А.4) >(A.6) we
22")

choose foe рвгшаеtrization of Hajauk et el '

pX* (SI (2я)\ . .«и
«tier» the functions 7y and yty axe approximated bj following

forme»



with the condition ^.Qj^O and for D-waves additionally

<r * * J * t
( i i) The deuteron wave function (see (B.1) ) i s parametrised

according to Bosted et al ^ ' г

6 , G

The conditions

and

ere imposed for S— and D—wawes, respectively.
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Table Л

Торс-logical cross section values (in rob) of the ^Hep-in-

teractions at the •Ы.г momentum of 5 GeV/c

Kuaiber of prongs Cross section Error J

2 26.1 1.*

5 95.4 0.6

о.? b )

o.-i

Tne errors are due to counting statistics only,

upper limit is ia&iceted.

Sable 2

в
..

л Н
__ Number of Cross sec- Error

Reaction events tion (mb) (mb)

•'He + p - * p + p + d 5583

hie • p —• %e + p 3832

^He + p — » p + p + p + n 7515

*^ Tl» errors are due to counting s t a t i s t i c s only.

2 0 .

2 4 .

2 8 .

6

5

6

0

1

0

.3

.5

. 4



•J!

Table

Comparison of ca lcula ted and experimental cross sect ion ( in mb)

of the -%e + p - * p + p + d reac t ion for various se lec t ions

Number
Sestriction of

events >e*p D i a g r a m s
1a 1b(o) 1

~ 5533 20.6+0.2 54.4(25.9) 4.2(5.2) 38.6(29.1)

C0s8pp<0.8 2880 10.6+0.2 12.06(10.7) 0.16(0.12) 12.22(10.82)

e o 4 0 ° «07 0.13(0.14) 0.16(0.12) 0.^4(0.26)

a) The values in brackets was obtained without taking the

D—wave components of the -̂He and deuteron wave functions.



P\ \n

ь f*^—-Pi(fi)

^
0
\^-ЛИЮ
I

Pig. 1. Some of possible Feynman diagrams for ''Hep-* ppd.

Only diagrams a-d were taken into account in our model calculations.
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o.i 02 аз
Fig» 2. The momentum dependence of the Île -*• p+d vertex

function ~W (0) of the diagram 1a for different

choices of the % e and d wave functions. Curves

are the Faddeev results with BIT, BKH, 3G (adapted from

Ref. ' ) and ESC interaction, respectively, acting

in S
o
 waves only. Curves 5-7 correspond to the pheno-

menological wave functions of % e in terms of the Ir-

vi^-Gunn, Irving (Hef. ^' ) and Eckhart (Hef.
 2
^' )

form, respectively, while the deuteron WP ia the solu-

tion of the ESU potential (Hef. 2?)
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п, GeV/c

?ig. 3, Sams as Pig. 2 but the momentum dependence correspond

to the -He —* p*d vertex function W (Q) of the

diagram 1b.



п2 ОЛ . 0.6 0Я 1J0
a, a&v/c

f ig. 4. The results of calculations for the vertex function
W (Ф taking into account the D-wavea in the %e and

deuteron wave functions. Curves correspond to ~WO (Q)"*
-K^CQ^Vr^CQ) (curve 1) and и^°°(О} with (cur?e
2) and without (curve 3) the mixed ajimevrj wave eoo-
ponents ( ^ ' » f * » ( ! ) ) . Curves 4 and 5 correepond to
^(^^Q^wtTahl^f^ben the %($,& co»-
ponents with « s 1, 2, 5, 4 and eC= 1, 2, 3 are
included, respectively. ?or notations see Appendix к and
B. The vertical scale for the curve 1-3 i s on the left,
while that for carves 4,5 i s on the right.



4102х

J ig . 5. Tie results of calculations for the vertex function
*f (Q) taking into account the D-waves in the 5He

and deuteron wave functions, (a) and (b) are the same
except for the vertical scale change. Curves 1 and 2
correapond to W/(0 and WfCQ) t respectively.
Jor comparison we show by curve J> "fl£ 6(Q) without
the i
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-0.02 i

Ш
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o.4 as
Cos Ell»

08

'fifi

Fig. 6. Distribution of cosine aagls between the momenta of
init ial and final protons in the cm. frame of two f i -
nal protone. The eiunmed contribution of dlagrena 1o-1c
1^ represented by solid curve , of diagraas 1b, 1c by
the dotted carve. The effect of deuteron and

i s talcen into account»



•зс

10

? ig . 7. Distribution of» the deateron momentum ia the ^He rest
frame ( a ) , the square of •she 4—momentum transferred from
'He to the deuteroc (Ъ), the Treiman-Yang angle (see
definition in the text ) for events with frf^^.'7"**
(c) and (£g 9- 0.16 GeV/c ( d ) . For curves, see tbe
caption for Pig* 6. She summed contribution of diagrees
1a-1c without the D-waves i s showed by the dash-dotted
curve i n ( a ) .
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0.6 Q? 0.8

t [(GeVfc?)
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20

Pig.7c,d
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Tig. 6

о as * -1 -as в as 1
CosBj

CO&oy distribution, where &<£ i s the aagle
between the momenta of init ial proton and deuteron in
the %e rest frame for Qj ^Gf** {.л),. О. £ 0.16 СэТ/с

(b), ^ 9-. 0.16 SeV/c ( c ) . lor orirvee, see the cap-

tion for ?ig« 7. For convenience the contribution at

the diagrams 1b, 1c has been scaled down by factor af -to.
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2.1

fig. 9» Distribution of invariant mass v̂>/» of tfce pp-systen
(a) and. MpcL ot the pd-systea for two possible
combinations of protons and deuteron in the final state
(b). For curves, see the caption for Jig. 3.



c
J.j

.9b



Q£ W 12 1A 1.60.2 QA

Fig. 10, PTotoa nomentum spectra in the ^Us rest frame.

distribution for ail angles of final protonsi

dependence of the invariant function Epd^f'/cf^'q

for protons emitted into the backward hemisphere

(cos Gp < 0). ?or each e-vent the momenta of two

protons have been included in the distributions.
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х

«55

CasB,, < о

ОМ 0.12 8.18 №
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(a)

-0.02 •

1.0

Q(GEV/C)
Fig. 11. Q dependence of different contributions given to the

vertex function W by the overlap integrals con-

taining tby D—wave components of the 'He and йеигегся

wave functions (see notations in the Appendix B,

Eqs. (B.23)-(B.26) )s (a) Solid curves 1 and 5 re-

present Жо

п(&) and 1fz

zz(&) , respectively,

when the ¥# C£} Q) components with d' = 1> 2, }, ^

are included; dashed curves 2 and 4 are the same but

rqf&iQ) i s omitted; (b) curve 1 represents

when the У&О^М) components with Ы, - 1, 2» 5, Ц-

are included; curve 2 i s the same but without

%C£i<$) I curve 3 represents 'UT3°
2(Q) t which

does not depend on %GfiQ) I curve 4 represents

Ъ/1сг(й) without the S'-component•( Vs"' = ¥*" - 0,
see Appendix A).
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(6)

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 t.0

Q(GEV/C)
Fig.11b
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